Top Fine Motor App’s

Dexteria

One of my most used fine motor app’s. Divided
into 3 sections;
 Tap It- isolating fingers and tapping
 Pinch it- pinch crabs using pincer grip
 Write it-Letter and Number formation

Finger Count

This is an unusual app. It starts with a blank
black screen, each time you touch the screen
with a fingertip it marks a number, adding on
each time it is touched again. If you touch with
3 , 4 , 5 finger tips in one go, it will jump up by
3,4,5 etc. Time how long it takes a student to
get to 50 or 100 – tell students if you use more
fingers you will reach the target number
quicker.

Mazing

Good graduation between levels, visually clear
mazes to trace with fingertip.

Sam Phibian

Fun clear animation
Feed the frog by touching and dragging.
Made more complex by following instructions
of what to feed the frog.
Very appealing to children.

Cookie Doodle

Fun cooking activity, students need to follow
multi step activity to make cookies.
Lots of choice options and you need to be
relatively accurate when placing decorations/

icing. Motivating app- several steps for
sequencing skills as well.

Pick-up sticks

Simple and easy to play
Like the traditional game- how long will it take
to pick up all the sticks?

Fruit Ninga

Students of all of ages like this activity- you
need to slice flying fruit to gain points.

Finger Fun

This app currently is a free app for
iPhone/iPad that is described for children ages
2-6 years of age. It is rather unique as it
requires finger isolation skills while touching
dots. One or more dots can be presented on
the screen at a time requiring simultaneous
touching to complete the task. One hand or
two hands, fingers must touch the dots at once
for a picture reward to be shown.

Wow! Doodle
A great fine motor package of activities for
student to try- visually fun and cartoon
looking.

Alien Buddies

A variety of visual motor and visual perception
tasks.

Clicky Sticky

Use drag and drop skill to create a variety of
scenes- a nice way to end the session.

We continue to use and review app’s- if you have a favourite you would like us to try- please
contact us at SERC www.redbridgeserc.org.

